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Vertance Navigator is a revolutionary 
companion product for M2M®. It provides quick 
Drill-Down and powerful Data Analysis capabilities 
to help your company get the most 
from your M2M® ERP system.

Navigator provides a rich set of tools that will 
enable you to find exactly the data you are 
looking for in your M2M® database.

Powerful, but simple-to-use Queries —  
Quickly create complex queries. Each M2M® 
document has its own query interface which let’s 
you easily define query parameters associated with 
that document.

Excel-like Grid display of multiple documents — 
No more viewing documents one at a time with 
VCR buttons, or dealing with static paper reports. 
Navigator displays query results in 
a powerful Grid which let’s you dynamically explore 
the data you have requested.

One Click Drill-Downs — Navigator links all of 
your M2M documents together using simple, one 
click links. Follow the “Circle of Life” from 
Customer to Sales Order to Job Order to Shipper to 
AR Invoice. Or go from Job Order BOM to Item 
Master Material Availability to Purchase Order. All 
with one click for each link and unprecedented 
speed.

Sort, Filter, Group, and Find functions — 
Navigator includes a number of data analysis 
features which will help you analyze and locate 
exactly the information you are looking for.

Simple Export of Grid data to Excel —  Quickly 
print your data or share it inside and outside of our 
company by exporting to Excel. The “what you see 
is what you export” allows you to quickly format 
the data sent to Excel. Hide or show Grid columns 
to get the data organized as you want it. Filter your 
data to show just the information you want to 
share.

Vertance Navigator 
for M2M®

Better 
Decisions 
Leave static 
reports 
behind. Search 
dynamically 
through M2M® 
data to find 
exactly the 
information you 
need.

Increase 
Productivity 
Vertance 
Navigator has 
complete drill-
down capabilities 
that are quick, 
intuitive and 
powerful.

Powerful 
Queries 
Find that data 
you want with 
powerful, but 
simple-to-use 
queries.

Export Data 
to Excel 
Flexible Data 
Export capabilities 
allow you to print 
and share data 
inside and outside 
of your company.

Request 
a DEMO
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